
There are certain pieces of information that all trendboards should have on them.  Here is a 
checklist to follow to insure you haven’t missed anything!!

TREND BOARD CHECKLIST

Firstly (and most importantly!) make sure all your images are of high resolution!  
E.G more than 1000 pixels.  See the ‘Graphics Good Practise’ handout for more 
information.

Give each trend a creative title.  Think of something that captures your trend in one or 
two words!

Add the season to the board e.g. Autumn/Winter 2016 or AW16 for example.

Add the market your trend is aimed at E.G. Womenswear, Childrenswear, Mens 
Activewear etc...

Add a small introduction to your trend.  This only needs to be a sentence or two 
introducing and summarising your trend - bear in mind that the images you choose 
should do most of the talking!!!

Add a colour palette with Fashion Pantone References (e.g Pantone numbers ending 
in tcx of tpx).  Make sure your colour palette covers all the main colours in your mood 
imagery and you haven’t left anything out.  You can do bigger colour chips for main 
colours ans smaller ones for colours that are intended to be highlight colours.

If necessary add some buzz words to your board to give the designer/buyer a deeper 
understanding of your trend.  

Choose a font for your board (e.g for written information like the introduction, buzz 
words, Pantone numbers, season etc...) that’s consistent with the rest of your trend pack 
and is legible at the same time. If you are using a more creative font - just use it for 
titles!!

Make sure all your images sit together and are representative of the trend.  You can 
edit the colour of your images in Photoshop to make them fit in better if necessary.  Each 
image should inspire a designer for your trend!

Add CAD flats where necessary that you think represent the key shapes for your trend.  
You can download these from WGSN and edit them in illustrator if you need to.

Add print inspiration if applicable in the form of images/fabrics.

You should also add fabrics to your board.  Think about how you are going to present 
these.  Fabrics represent more than just the colour palette for your trend they also give 
a feel for textures etc...Think about adding fabrics that represent your trend deeper e.g. 
Tweeds, knits, denims etc...  You can also add trims like lace, buttons etc too.  Great 
places to shop for fabrics and trims include Shepard’s Bush Market and Berwick Street.  
Don’t leave this until the last minute - shopping for fabrics takes time!!!

Make sure you keep a reference of your images!  All images will need to be referenced 
in your bibliography or on your board if you choose. 
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SEE NEXT PAGE FOR MORE DETAILS...
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